The 
ICIFEB seeing the management of good funds by providing maximum profit, so they can take decisions in investing.
However, the Sharia bank information needed by the public is different from the conventional banks that are only fixated on the profit. This is based on public awareness that Islamic banks are developed as financial institutions that conduct business activities in line with the basic principles of Islamic economics by considering the role of Islamic banks as implementers of social functions, namely, to provide welfare widely for the public.
The information needed by the public is the extent to which Sharia banks carry out 
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Maqashid Syariah
According to Abdul Wahab Khalaf, knowing and understanding about Maqashid Shariah can be used as a tool in understanding the Qur'an and Sunnah, helping to resolve conflicting arguments (ta'ārud al-adillah), and the most important thing is to establish a law in a case where legal provisions are not contained in the Qur'an and Sunnah when using semantic studies (Isa Anshori: 2009).
al-kuliyyat al-khams
that the benefit of dharuriyah is covered in five things that are considered as the basic and general purpose of the Sharia that must be maintained: Maintaining Religion, Maintaining the Soul, Maintaining the Mind, Maintaining Ancestry and Maintaining Property (Muhammad Abu Zahrah: 1997). 
Maqashid Syariah
Statistical analysis
Performance Analysis of Bank Syariah Mandiri and Maybank Islamic Berhad With the Concept of Maqashid Syariah
This research data is obtained from the annual report and GCG report of Bank Syariah 
First objective: Tahzib al-Fard (Educating individual)
In this first objective, there are four elements measured to know how big is the concern of Sharia banks in advancing education and training for stakeholders, research and development and promotion. business gathering, ATM structure, brochure, exhibition and event outlet at mall, office, car free day and so on. From Table 2 , it can be seen that the ratio of education grants of Maybank Islamic 
Second objective: Iqamah al-Adl (Establishing justice)
In this second objective, there are three elements that are assessed to know the extent of the commitment of Sharia banks in achieving Sharia values in the form of justice to each stakeholder. From Table 3 The ratio of functional distribution is reflected through the ratio of profit-sharing (mudharabah and musyarakah) financing schemes to total financing. BSM had the highest value ratio in 2011 of 27.5 percent, however, followed by a decrease in each subsequent year. However, by 2015, it had increased by 3.5 percent. This shows that BSM annually seeks to improve its function in realizing socio-economic justice by increasing Islamic bank financing using mudharabah and musyarakah models.
The interest-free income ratio is reflected through interest-free income compared to total revenue. BSM had the highest ratio value in 2013 of 99.997 percent, but it decreased significantly in the following year. However, in 2015, the interest-free income ratio increased by 0.001 percent. This shows that BSM seeks to earn interestfree income by minimizing interest income from placement of funds and current accounts at conventional banks. 
Third objective: Jalb al-Maslahah (Public interest)
This objective is described by measurement of three ratios, that is, profitability ratios, personal income ratios and real-sector investment ratios to determine the extent to which Sharia banks are able to achieve Sharia values in the form of fulfillment of Sharia bank rights related to the bank's own interests and the fulfillment of rights for the public. From Table 7 , it can be seen that the element of education grant for independent Sharia bank has the highest performance indicator in 2011 of 0.021 in distributing donation with the purpose of education for the public, while the lowest performance indicator occurred in 2015 of 0.08. There is a decrease every year for a period of five ICIFEB there was an increase of 0.001 percent. 
ICIFEB
The objective of Iqamah al-Adl (Establishing justice)
In achieving the second objective, establishing justice, Bank Syariah Mandiri (BSM) and
Maybank Islamic Berhad has run all ratios indicators of Maqashid Sharia Index (MSI).
ICIFEB
These three ratios include fair returns, distribution functions and interest-free bank products. 
The objective of Jalb al-Maslahah (Public interest)
In the achievement of the third objective of public interest, Bank Syariah Mandiri (BSM) 
Comparison of Bank Syariah Mandiri's Performance with Maybank Islamic Berhad with the concept of Maqashid Syariah
This study uses statistical techniques of independent sample t-test to determine whether there is a difference between Bank Syariah Mandiri with Maybank Islamic
Berhad with the concept of Maqashid Shariah. This research uses SPSS 22 program so that the following results can be obtained: Table 13 shows that the F for the objective of In this study, Bank Syariah Mandiri is superior in the distribution of mudharabah and musharaka financing as well as interest-free product, although Maybank Islamic
The Sharia objective of Tahzib al-Fard
The Sharia objective of Iqamah al-Adl
Berhad also excels in providing fair and equal results through total profit and total financing which is increasing every year. This shows that Maybank Islamic Berhad is working better in implementing Iqamah al-Adl's objectives, so there is no significant difference.
This result is in line with the theory of Maqashid Shariah described by Muhammad Abu Zahrah that justice should be applied to ensure honesty and fairness in all transactions, as well as business activities on the product and all activities based on free interest through the implementation of the objective of Iqamah al-Adl. In this study, Bank Syariah Mandiri is superior in giving zakat from the profit earned and total investment as a whole, although Maybank Islamic Berhad also excels in the acquisition of net profit and financing distribution budget in real sector that increases every year. This shows that Maybank Islamic Berhad is working better in implementing the objective of Jalb al-Maslahah, so there is no significant difference.
The Sharia objective of Jalb al-Maslahah
This result is in line with the theory of Maqashid Shariah that, as explained by
Muhammad Abu Zahrah, focuses on providing benefits for the public by fulfilling the rights of Sharia banks related to the interests of the bank itself and the public through the implementation of the objective of Jalb al-Maslahah. Table 16 shows that the F for Maqashid Syariah Index (MSI) on equal variances assumed (assumed both variants are equal) is 0.078 with probability 0.787 because the probability of the aforementioned data is greater than 0.05, it can be said that there 
